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Abstract. This paper introduces a general purpose method,write invariant prop-
erties, for improving the precision of heap analysis techniques ata minimal com-
putational cost. This method is specifically focused on eliminating the impreci-
sion introduced when program states from multiple call paths are merged at call
sites when using partially call-context sensitive interprocedural analysis tech-
niques. The concept ofwrite invariant propertiesallows the recovery of many
important classes of information such as collection sizes,null pointer properties
and object allocation sites.
The concept ofwrite invariant propertiesis based on the identification of heap
object properties that are invariant during a method call provided certain parts of
various objects are unmodified. By using a heap domain that can track this write
information during the analysis we can extract the information for a given write
invariant property at call entry and then, at the return of the call, we can assert
that these properties must still hold (provided the required parts of the object are
not modified). This paper presents a definition forwrite invariant propertiesin
the concrete heap, translates this definition in a form usable in the abstract heap
domain and integrates this into a basic partially call-sensitive analysis framework.

1 Introduction

Recent work on shape analysis has explored tradeoffs between precision and computa-
tional tractability that arise when employing various approaches to analyzing method
calls. Since using a fully call-context insensitive analysis or a fully call-context sensi-
tive analysis results in an imprecise or computationally intractable shape analysis [4,14]
there has been significant interest in developing techniques that balance the precision
needs of the shape analysis with the associated computational costs. This has led to the
development of various heuristics, both for how calls are handled and how the abstract
heap model is constructed. This includes work on partially call-context sensitive analy-
sis techniques [7,9,13,15,19] (which selectively merge contexts for different call paths
to improve performance), specialized join definitions thatpreserve important informa-
tion [10,19] (by reducing the information loss when mergingcontexts in a partially call-
context sensitive analysis) and the use of project and extend operations to minimize the
number of call contexts [5, 9, 15, 17, 18] (these operations also reduce the information
loss due to the merging of contexts in a partially call-context sensitive analysis). This
paper proposes a new concept,write invariant properties, which can be used in con-
junction with these techniques to further improve the precision of various heap analysis
techniques while imposing a negligible increase on the computational cost of the analy-
sis. The concept ofwrite invariant propertiesallows us to recover, for important classes



of information such as null pointers or collection sizes, much of the precision that is
lost when using partially call-context sensitive analysistechniques [9,13–15].

The concept ofwrite invariant propertiesis an application of the basic concept that
if a local procedure does not modify a given argument (or memory location) then prop-
erties that were true for the argument before the method callmust also be true after
the method return. This idea is the basis forproject/extendoperations [9, 17, 18], and
the common heuristic of treatingpure methodsasno-ops[1, 6]. However, instead of
working at the fairly coarse levels of entirelypure methodsor visibility (for the pro-
ject/extend operations) our definition ofwrite invariant propertiesuses a more precise,
object and field sensitive, notion of which parts of the heap must not be modified dur-
ing a method call. By precisely tracking the objects and fields that are not modified
by a given method we can eliminate imprecision by asserting that properties of certain
objects that held at call entry also hold at the return.

Thewrite invariant propertiespresented in this paper have a complementary rela-
tionship to much of the work on partially call-context sensitive style analysis [7, 9, 13–
15]. The use of various forms of partial context sensitivitytrade precision for improve-
ments in analysis scalability and performance. These techniques use various approaches
for merging the abstract models from several call sites before analyzing a call, to reduce
the number of times each method in the program needs to be analyzed, and merging the
models that result from the call at return, to reduce the cardinalities of the resulting
disjunctive model sets that the analysis must manage. Sincethese approaches merge
program states from many different flow paths and then propagate these states back
there can be a substantial amount of imprecision introducedby the cross propagation of
infeasible program states. The assertion of invariant properties allows the elimination
of these infeasible states for several common cases.

We begin with a motivating example and a brief introduction of the parametric la-
beled storage shape graph (lssg) model, Section 3, that we use to illustrate the main
contributions of this paper. These contributions are contained in the definition ofwrite
invariant properties, (Definitions 1 and 3) the generic formulation of how this concept
can be applied to a range of heap properties and the incorporation of write invariant
property information into a partially call-context sensitive analysis (Section 4).

2 Motivating Example

Consider the example in Figure 1. If we perform a disjunctiveanalysis using a simplified
version of the storage shape graph model described in Section 3, then after the loop
initialization the analysis is able to determine that program is in a state described by the
abstract graph in Figure 2a or the abstract graph in Figure 2b.

The analysis we use tracks theemptinessof allocated collections (classes which
inherit from java.util.AbstractCollection ) via a simple three element do-
main. This domain consists of the elementse (which indicates empty collections),!e
(which indicates non-empty collections), and?e (which indicates that the collection
could be empty or non-empty). Thus after analyzing the loop adisjunctive analysis
will produce the two abstract models shown in Figures 2a and 2b. Figure 2a shows the
model that represents the special corner case where both collections are empty (thee



01 p u b l i c s t a t i c void main ( ) {
02 Random r =new Random ( ) ;
03 Vector<I n t e g e r> u = new Vector<I n t e g e r>( r . n e x t I n t ( ) ) ;
04 Vector<I n t e g e r> v = new Vector<I n t e g e r>(u . s i z e ( ) ) ;
05 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < u . s i z e ( ) ; ++ i ) {
06 i n t k = r . n e x t I n t ( ) ;
07 u . s e t ( i , new I n t e g e r ( k ) ) ;
08 v . s e t ( i , new I n t e g e r ( k ) ) ;
09 }
10
11 b u b b l e S o r t ( v ) ;
12 }
13
14 p u b l i c s t a t i c void b u b b l e S o r t ( Vector<I n t e g e r> vv ) {
15 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < vv . s i z e ( ) ; ++ i ) {
16 . . .
17 }
18 }

Fig. 1: Running Example

labels in the nodes that represent theVector objects). In this case both collections
are known to be empty and thus do not contain any pointers toInteger objects. The
other model, Figure 2b, represents the other cases where thecollections are non-empty
(the !e labels in the nodes that represent theVector objects). In this figure both col-
lections are known to be non-empty and both collections contain pointers (represented
by the edges with the label? which represents all the pointers stored in the collection)
to someInteger objects. To simplify the discussion of the examples and to support
later labeling each node is also given a unique name from the setN.

At the entry to thebubbleSort method the analysis will project out the part of the
heap that is accessed by the called method [9, 15, 17, 19] and join some, or for the pur-
poses of our example, all of these heap models into a single model [9]. While this is crit-
ical to ensuring good scalability this also results in the loss of the relational information
that was preserved by using the disjunctive set of models. The result of this join is shown
in Figure 3a. This figure shows that now the argumentVector maybe either empty
or non-empty indicated by the ?e label in the node representing theVector . This im-
precision has a minimal effect on the accuracy of the analysis of thebubbleSort
method which is written in a general way and tests all sizes that are needed and since
both empty and non-empty collections are passed intobubbleSort there is no loss
(in this case) in the precision of the results produced for thebubbleSort method.

However, the join at the entry to the method can introduce significant imprecision
on return when the results of analyzing the callee body are merged with the heap that is
not visible to the callee method. This precision loss is due to the loss of the relational
information implicit in the disjunctive set which has been mixed by the join at call
entry/exit. In our example after the return and the recombination of the callee reachable
and callee unreachable sections of the heap a number of infeasible states have been



(a) Abstract Model Empty (b) Abstract Model Non-Empty

Fig. 2: Disjunctive Model after Loop

introduced and as a result the analysis has lost a substantial amount of information on
the relations between the emptiness of theVector collections.

Figure 3 shows an example of the introduction of this imprecision. Via a quick
examination of the source it is obvious that if theVector pointed to by variableu
is empty then theVector pointed to by variablev must also be empty and similarly
if v is empty thenu is as well (a fact which the analysis has discovered holds before
thebubbleSort method call). However, after this method call the partial call-context
sensitivity has mixed information from multiple models in the disjunctive set together
introducing significant imprecision. In one of the resulting models, Figure 3b, although
the Vector pointed to byu is still known to be empty theVector pointed to by
variablev maybe non-empty andmaycontain references to some data objects, which
is clearly infeasible. Similarly in Figure 3c theVector pointed to byv maybe empty
even though theVector pointed to byu is known to be non-empty. This introduction
of infeasible states can have a significant impact on the precision of later analysis steps,
and on the accuracy of the final analysis results, as the analysis will continue to produce
infeasible program states based on the imprecision introduced in the join.

(a) sort Result (b) Return Orig. Empty (c) Return Orig. Non-Empty

Fig. 3: Info Loss at Return

To minimize the imprecision introduced by the joins at call sites and returns many
analyses extend the domain to track relational informationin addition to summary prop-
erties [4,14]. In our example this could be done by extendingthe domain to track equal-
ities on collection emptiness or size. However, these typesof extensions are non-trivial
to implement, increase the computational cost of the analysis, and must be designed and



implemented for each property. As an alternative we proposethe use ofwrite invariant
propertieswhich are properties that, provided certain heap locationsare not written,
mustbe preserved across calls. Using properties that arewrite invariantwe can, on call
return, assert that certain properties which held at call entry musthold at call return.
Thus, we can eliminate much of the imprecision caused by the call/return join opera-
tions. In our example we know that since the size ofVector v is not be changed by
the call tobubbleSort then at call return the size must be the same as at call entry
and we can assert this invariance in the analysis.

3 Concrete Heap and Labeled Storage Shape Graph

To analyze a program we first transform (via a modified compiler frontend) the Java
1.5 source into a semantically equivalent program in a simpler to analyze core language
called MIL (Mid-level Intermediate Language). The MIL language is statically typed,
has method invocations, conditional constructs, exception handling and the standard
looping statements. The state modification and expressionscover the standard range
of program operations: load, store, and assignment along with logical, arithmetic, and
comparison operators. We associate with each statement andeach control flow structure
a program locationℓ∈N. During the transformation to MIL we also load in specialized
standard library implementation stubs, so we can analyze programs that use classes
from java.util , java.lang or java.io .

3.1 Concrete Memory Model

The semantics of memory are defined using an environment, mapping variables into
values, and a store, mapping addresses into values. We referto the environment and
the store together as the concrete heap, which is treated as alabeled, directed multi-
graph(V,O,R) where eachv ∈ V is a variable, eacho ∈ O is an object on the heap
and eachr ∈ R is a reference. The set of referencesR⊆ (V ∪O)×O× L whereL
is the set of storage location identifiers (a variable name inthe environment, a field
identifier for references stored in objects, or an integer offset for references stored in
arrays/collections). We use the terminology,regionof memoryℜ, to denote a subset of
objects in the heapO.

Definition 1 (Concrete Write Invariant Property). A predicate P iswrite invariant
if: For all methods m and for all possible calls to m,∃ a storage locationλ ∈ L s.t.∀
objects o in the region of the heap that are visible in m if location specified byλ is not
written in o then Pmexit(o) = Pm

entry(o).

A number of important properties that are of interest in program analysis satisfy
this property such as: collection emptiness, values of scalar fields and allocation site
information. This technique can be generalized (Section 5)to handle properties that
are parametrically invariant based on a particular field such as nullity of fields or that
involve multiple nodes such as aliasing, reachability and shape.



3.2 Abstract Labeled Storage Shape Graph

Our abstract heap domain is based on thestorage shape graph[2, 3, 10] approach. An
abstract storage graphis a tuple of the form(V̂,N̂, Ê), whereV̂ is a set of abstract nodes
representing the variables,N̂ is a set of abstract nodes (each of which abstracts a region
ℜ of the heap), and̂E⊆ (V̂ ∪ N̂)× N̂× L̂ are the graph edges, each of which abstracts a
set of references, and̂L is a set of abstract storageoffsets(variable names, field offsets,
or the special offset? for references stored in collections). Each node is also given a
unique name (within the graph) from the setN to simplify labeling and discussion. We
extend this definition with a set of additional relations,Û , that must hold for the given
concrete heaph to be a valid concretization of the given abstract graphg. The labeled
storage shape graphs (lssg), which we refer to simply asabstract graphs, are tuples of
the form(V̂,N̂, Ê,Û).

Definition 2 (Valid Concretization of a lssg). A given concrete heap h is avalid con-
cretizationof a labeled storage shape graphg if there are functionsΠv,Πo,Πr such that
the following hold:

– Πv : V 7→ V̂ , Πo : O 7→ N̂ andΠr : R 7→ Ê are functions (andΠv is 1-1).
– h,Πv,Πo, andΠr satisfy all the relations in̂U.
– h,Πv,Πo, andΠr areconnectively consistentwith g.

Where h,Πv,Πo,Πr are connectively consistentwith g if:

– ∀ o1,o2 ∈ O s.t.(o1,o2, p) ∈ R,∃ e∈ Ê s.t. e= Πr((o1,o2, p)), e starts atΠo(o1),
ends atΠo(o2), and e.offset= αoffset(p).

– ∀ v∈V, o∈O s.t.(v,o,v) ∈R,∃ e∈ Ê s.t. e= Πr((v,o,v)), e starts atΠv(v), ends
at Πo(o), and e.offset= v.

In Section 2 we informally introduced thetyperelation on the nodes in the abstract
graph which restricts the types of the objects that each nodeabstracts. To formally define
how this (and other relations) restrict the set of concrete heaps that a given abstract
graphg represents we need to describe the relations between a givenconcrete heaph
and the abstract graphg. In particular we need to look at the pre-images of the nodes
and edges fromg in h.

Notation 1 (Pre-Images of Abstract Graph in Concrete Heap)Given an abstract graph
g = (V̂,N̂, Ê,Û), a concrete heap h= (V,O,R), and the functionsΠv,Πo,Πr we intro-
duce the following notation for the image of an edge or node from the abstract graph in
the given concrete heap:

1. The notation h↓g e is used to denote the set of references in the concrete heap h
that are in the pre-image of e under the functions,{r ∈ R |Πr(r) = e}.

2. The notation h↓g n is used to denote the concrete region (ℜ) that is the pre-image
of n under the functions, whereℜ = {o∈O |Πo(o) = n}.



3.3 Abstract Relations (inÛ)

In previous work [8,10,11] this model is used to analyze a range of shape, sharing and
heap region properties. While the properties discussed therein are critical to precisely
analyzing these programs, we do not need all of this information in order to apply the
write invariant technique described in this paper. Thus, to simplify the discussion and
to focus on the novel concepts we only introduce theidentityand read-write properties
which are needed by our formulation ofwrite invariant propertiesalong withtypeand
collection sizeproperties as examples. We refer the interested reader to [12, 16] for a
more extensive discussion on techniques for modeling the heap-carried data dependence
information.
Region Types. The regiontyperelation is used to track the types of all the objects that
may appear in a given region. For each node we track a set of concrete types{τ1, . . . ,τk}.
A concrete heaph is valid concretization of the abstract graphg with respect to this
relation if∀ nodesn, whereh ↓g n = {typeof (o) | objecto∈ℜ} ⊆ n.type.
Collection Emptiness. The sizes of the collections are tracked with a relation on the
nodes that abstract objects which subclassjava.util.AbstractCollection ,
which we assume has a fieldsize that is written by any method that uses or updates
the cardinality of the collection object. For each node thatmay represent a collection
we associate anemptinessvalue from the set{e, !e,?e} with the node. Given a noden
whereh ↓g n = ℜ then:

∀ collection objectsoc ∈ℜ,oc.empty() ∈







{true} if n.empty= e
{ f alse} if n.empty= !e
{true, f alse} if n.empty= ?e

Node Identity. In [12] we used the notion ofidentity tags to track how objects in the
heap are rearranged inside a given method call. The nodes in the abstract graph that
represents the state of the program at call entry implicitlydefine partitions (Πι : O 7→N)
of the objects in the concrete heaps represented by this graph. We can use this initial
partition as a baseline partition and at any later point in the method we can examine
how the objects in the heap have been rearranged with respectto this baseline partition.

For each node we track a set of identity tagsidentity which contains the baseline
identity tags of all the partitions that any of the objects abstracted by this node may
belong to. Using the initial partition of the concrete heapΠι , a given concrete heaph
is a valid concretization of the abstract graphg with respect to theidentity tag set if∀
nodesn, whereh ↓g n = ℜ: {Πι(o) | objecto∈ℜ} ⊆ n.identity.
Read-Write Locations. Each node may represent a number of objects of different classes
(τ1 . . .τm) and each class may have many fields (f 1

τi
. . . f n

τi
). We define two relations from

the identity tagsto a list of lastWriteand a list oflastReadlocations for each locally
written/read field. These lists contain pairs of the form( f , ℓ) where f is a field andℓ is
the most recent (with respect to the order given by the abstract syntax tree representa-
tion) statement the fieldmayhave been written/read. A given concrete heaph is a valid
concretization of the abstract graphg with respect to theread-writeset if ∀ nodesn,
whereh ↓g n = ℜ:

– ∀o∈ℜ (∀ fields f ∈ o, ( f is not written locally) ∨ ( f was last written at lineℓ ∧ ∃
( f , ℓ′) ∈ n.lastWrites.t.ℓ≤ ℓ′)).



– ∀o∈ℜ (∀ fields f ∈o, ( f is not read locally)∨ ( f was last read at lineℓ∧ ∃ ( f , ℓ′)
∈ n.lastReads.t.ℓ≤ ℓ′)).

In our extended domain each variable node in the heap is represented with just
the variable name and each region node is represented as a record [label, type, empty,
identity]. The lastReadentry is a set of(label : f1-ℓ1 . . . fk-ℓk) tuples, for the fields in
each node that have been read in the local scope, andlastWriteis a set of(label : f1-ℓ1

. . . fk-ℓk), for the fields in each node that have been written in the localscope.

3.4 Example: Entry and Exit State ofbubbleSort

In Figure 4 we show the abstract graph at the entry to thebubbleSort method and
the abstract graph produced by the analysis at the exit of themethod.

Figure 4a is the abstract graph representing the state of theprogram at the entry
to bubblesort . We have added the freshidentity tag, 1, to the node representing
theVector object and the freshidentity tag 2 to the node representing theInteger
objects. Since this abstract graph represents the state at the entry of the method, no
fields have been read or written, thus thelastReadandlastWriterelations are empty.

Figure 4b shows the abstract graph that represents the program state at the exit
of the method. Since the pointer writes in the sort loop only reorder the elements in
theVector the graph connectivity is unchanged. As the method reads thesize of the
Vector and the val fields of theInteger objects in the sorting loop the analysis has
updated thelastReadrelation to indicate that these reads may have occurred in the body
of the loop on line 15, thesize-15entry in the list for node 5 and theval-15entry in
the list for node 6 respectively. As the contents of theVector may be both read and
written during the sort loop the analysis has added the entry?-15 for node 5 in both
the lastReadandlastWriterelations (the special offset? is used to represent all of the
indices in theVector ).

(a) Entry tobubbleSort (b) Exit of bubbleSort

Fig. 4: Entry and Exit Model forbubbleSort



4 Write Invariant Properties

Given the ability to track heap locations that may be writtenin the abstract graph model
we can now translate the definition ofwrite invariant properties(Definition 1) in the
concrete heap to a definition that we can use during the staticanalysis.

Definition 3 (Abstract Write Invariant Property). An abstract relation u∈ Û iswrite
invariantif: For all methods m and for all possible calls to m,∃ a dependent location
λ ∈ L̂ s.t.∀ nodes n∈ gexit at the exit of m if location specified byλ is not written in n
then umexit(n)≤

⊔

{um
entry(n

′) | n′ ∈ gentry∧n′.identity∩n.identity 6= /0} where gentry is the
abstract graph at method entry.

The first part of the definition is a straight forward translation of theconcrete write
invariancedefinition (Definition 1) into the abstract domain. In the abstract definition
the relation between the value of the node property at the entry and the exit is a function
of how object identity is tracked in the abstract graphs. Theanalysis uses the partition
of the heap given by the abstract graphgentry representing the state of the program at
the entry to a given method call as a canonical partition. At the exit of the method it is
possible that the abstract graph has been reorganized so that a noden represents objects
from several of these canonical partitions and thus the property value forn must safely
approximate this possibility (which is done by taking the upper bound of the property
values for the canonical nodesn′ that may have been split/merged in the method body
to producen).

Using this definition in the running example, theemptyproperty of a givenVector
object is invariant as long as thesizefield is not written. Thus if we can determine that
a node representsVector objects and that thesize fields of all the objects abstracted
by this node are not written then we can assert that theemptyproperty of the node is
unchanged during the method call.

4.1 Extracting Write Invariant Properties

Once we have selected the properties{P1, . . . ,Pk} that we are interested in preserving,
and have determined which abstract relations inÛ they correspond to and the abstract
storage locations they depend on, we need to extract the information for each node at
call site entry. This is done via a property specific computation provided by the domain
implementation (propertyExtract) and then associating this property with thedependent
location λ that the node/property depends on. The general method for extracting this
information is shown in Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1 we iterate over each node extracting the valueof each property of
interest at call entry (via the user suppliedpropertyExtractmethod) and the field in-
formation that this property is dependent on. This information is then grouped together
with the uniqueidentity tag for the node (the identity tag must be unique since at call
entry each node is given a fresh tag). This map now contains all the identity tags that
are associated with asingleabstract graph (so we can later remove any tags that are
spuriously mixed in from other abstract graphs during the joins at entry/exit) and has
the property/dependence information for the objects abstracted by each node (and has



Algorithm 1 : extractWriteInvProperties

input : graphg, methodpropertyExtract: N̂ 7→ Du (set of property values)
output: mapMI : N 7→ Du

MI ← new map;
foreach node n∈ g do

prop← propertyExtract(n);
MI .addEntry(uniqueElement(n.identity), prop);

return MI ;

(a) Empty Model (b) Non-Empty Model (c) Join Model

Fig. 5: Projected Model and Extracted Info with Join

represented them in a way such that regardless of structuraltransformations in the callee
they can be precisely associated with the resulting model).

As the only required extension to the abstract model is the definition of theprop-
ertyExtractmethod, which in this case is simplypropertyExtract(n)

.
= n.size, this ap-

proach is both simple to implement and computationally inexpensive when compared
to the complexities and costs of extending the existing domain to track relational prop-
erties between the emptiness of collections.

Given the heap in our running example we begin by applying theproject operation
to each abstract model in the disjunctive set and giving fresh identity tags to each of
the projected sections resulting in the abstract models shown in Figures 5a and 5b. Fig-
ure 5a shows the result of projecting the abstract graph fromFigure 2a and giving the
projected section of the model freshidentitytags. The application of theextractWriteIn-
vPropertiesalgorithm to this model gives the map of one element{1 7→ e}, which tells
us that for this particular model as long as thesizefield of objects abstracted by the node
with the identity tag 1 is not written then at exit these objects will only contain empty
Vectors . Similarly, the abstract graph shown in Figure 5b is the result of projecting
the abstract graph from Figure 2b and giving the projected section of the model fresh
identity tags. The application of theextractWriteInvPropertiesalgorithm to this model
gives the map of one element{2 7→ !e}.



4.2 Restoring Write Invariant Properties

After the extraction of the invariant properties we can analyze the callee body as usual.
On return we then create a copy of the return model for each abstract model and apply
the appropriate invariant map to assert the more precise invariant results where possible.
The method for doing this is shown in Algorithm 2. The algorithm first restricts the iden-
tity set to tags which are associated with the abstract modelthat this projected model and
map are associated with. If thedependent locationhas not been written in the node then
the algorithm computes and asserts the upper bound propertyvalue based on the possi-
ble identity classes that the node may represent (as given bythe set of identity tags). The
actual assertion is done via the domain specificassertPropUpperBoundmethod, which
for the emptiness property isassertPropUpperBound(n,du)

.
= n.size= max(n.size,du).

Algorithm 2 : assertInvProperties
input : graphg, dependent locationλ , mapMI : N×Du, methodassertPropUpperBound
output: graphg′

foreach node n∈ g do
n.identity← n.identity∩domain(MI );
ok← theλ location was not modified inn during the call;
if ok then

du←
⊔

{MI (ι) | ι ∈ n.identity};
assertPropUpperBound(n, du);

return g;

Figure 6a shows the abstract model that the analysis produces for thebubbleSort
method when given the abstract model in Figure 5c. To return this information back
into the caller scope we create two copies of this model (one for each of the models in
the disjunctive set at the call site) and apply the two maps that we produced with the
extractWriteInvPropertiesmethod at the entry to the call.

(a) Analysis Result ofsort (b) Assert Empty (c) Assert Non-Empty

Fig. 6: Result and Assertion of Invariant Properties

Figure 6b shows the result of applying the map{1 7→ e} that we extracted for the
state in Figure 5a. In this figure we have removed all the identity tags that are not in



the domain of the map (since they came from other models that were merged in the
partially call-context sensitive analysis algorithm). According to thelastWrite infor-
mation, the node with label 5 has not had thesizeoffset written in the callee method
(bubbleSort ) and the only value in theidentityset is 1, so we can assert that the node
only abstracts emptyVectors . Thus in the figure we have replaced the?e property
valuewith the e value and since we know an empty collection does not contain any
pointers we can remove the out edge (and the node with the label 6 since it is unreach-
able). Similarly we can apply the map{3 7→ !e} to the abstract model from Figure 6a to
get the abstract model shown in Figure 6c, allowing us to improve the precision of the
model by asserting that theVector is non-empty.

4.3 Full Call/Return Algorithm

With the supporting write invariance methods defined we can describe the complete
call/return analysis Algorithm 3. The algorithm is based onthe method for analyzing
call/returns in [9,15]. The base algorithm begins by separating the sections of the heap
that are reachable/unreachable in the callee method [5, 9, 17] via theextractReachUn-
reachmethod. After this separation the reachable portions of each model are merged
into a single context (thus method call/return is partiallyinsensitive) and on return the
single result of analyzing the callee method is extended back, via themergeReachUn-
reach method, into the unreachable portions of each of the abstract graphs that we
obtained in the earlier project operation.

To provide support for the write invariant properties we addtwo steps into the pro-
cess. The first is immediately after theextractReachUnreachmethod where for the
reachable portion of each graph model we extract the invariant properties using the
propertyExtractmethod. The second is after the analysis of the callee methodwhere
instead of merging in the result (which is an approximation of the result for all the
reachable sections) we assert the invariant properties that correspond to the unreach-
able section we are about to merge with via theassertInvProperties(thus reducing the
spurious imprecision introduced by the partially insensitive manner in which the ele-
ments in the disjunctive set at call entry/exit are handled).

We note that the additional computational cost of performing the extraction and
assertion of thewrite invariant properties is the cost of applying thepropertyExtract
method to each node in the graph (linear in the size of the model) and the cost of
applying theassertInvPropertiesmethod to each node in the graph (also linear in the
size of the model). Both of these operations represent negligible costs in comparison to
the project/extend and join operations in the call which, depending on the exact model
used, are usually both super linear.

In our running example the application of theassertInvPropertiesfunction results
in the two abstract graphs in Figures 6b and 6c which are combined with the sections
of the heap from the caller scope that cannot be accessed by the callee via themerg-
eReachUnreachmethod. The resulting abstract graphs are shown in Figures 7a and 7b.
These figures show that the assertion of the invariance of theVector emptinessprop-
erties has allowed the analysis to completely recover the relational information present
in the disjunctive set after the analysis of thebubbleSort call. As desired the analy-
sis has determined that for the case where theVector is empty/non-empty before the



Algorithm 3 : analyzeCall
input : call m, abstract stateσ = [g1 . . .gk], dependent locationλ , method

propertyExtract: N̂ 7→ Du, methodassertInvProperties: graph7→ graph
output: abstract state(g′1 . . .g′k)
unreach← [];
inv← [];
gcall←⊥;
foreach i ∈ [1,k] do

(greach, gunreach)← extractReachUnreach(σ [i], m);
unreach+= gunreach;
inv += extractWriteInvProperties(greach, propertyExtract);
gcall← gcall ⊔ greach;

gres← analyze(m.body, gcall);
out← [];
foreach i ∈ [1,k] do

gout← assertInvProperties(copy(gres), λ , inv[i]);
out += mergeReachUnreach(gout, unreach[i]);

return out

call then it is empty/non-empty after the call and it has donethis without the introduc-
tion of explicit relational information on the emptiness ofcollection objects or passing
disjunctive sets of models to/from method calls.

(a) Result Orig. Empty (b) Result Orig. Non-Empty

Fig. 7: Result AfterbubbleSort with Invariant Properties

In this case we note that the results are precise in the sense that the use of write
invariant properties results in no information loss from merging the graphs at call en-
try/return. While this is not true in general (suppose if instead ofbubbleSort we had
called a method that modified theVector size) the approach provides a simple way to
improve the accuracy of partially call-context sensitive shape analysis techniques with
a minimal cost. Thus this technique is not suitable for properties where the preserva-
tion of relational information about these properties across calls is critical but for many
properties such as collection size, pointer must nullity, and allocation site tracking the
use of write invariant information is an easy to implement and computationally inex-
pensive way (as opposed to adding/implementing specialized relational domains and
associated project/extend support) to improve analysis precision.



5 Extensions

To generalize the range of properties that write invariancecan be applied to and to sim-
plify the definition of certain write invariant properties we can define a few extensions
to the formulations presented in this paper.
Parametric Dependent Locations. The first extension is useful for supporting the defi-
nition of properties such as null-pointer invariance. If weuse the formulation as defined
previously we would need to define the nullity of each field as adistinct write invariant
property. However if we allow the definition to be parametricin both thedependent
field λ and the domain value (i.e. the methodpropertyExtractnow returns a domain
property inDu as well as a dependent field), the nullity of all fields can be defined as
single operation.
Multi-Object Invariant Properties. The second extension allows us to track additional
properties such as aliasing which involve multiple objectsby extending thepropertyExtract
method and theassertPropUpperBoundmethod to extract sets ofdependent fieldsand
modifying the extraction and assertion methods to process groups of nodes. As this
requires the processing of sets of nodes in the graph it can bemore computationally
expensive than the basic formulation ofwrite invariant propertiesthus we want to limit
the size of the node sets that we allow to be processed (e.g. only processing sets of size
2 or 3).

6 Case Studies

Em3d. The Em3d program from our modified version of the JOlden suite1 computes
electro-magnetic field values in a 3–dimensional space by constructing aVector of
ENode objects, each representing an electric field value and a second Vector of
ENode objects, each of which represents a magnetic field value. To compute how the
electric/magnetic field value for a givenENode object is updated at each time step
the computeNewValue method uses an array ofENode objects from the opposite
field and performs a convolution of these field values and a scaling vector, updating the
current field value with the result.

The construction and initialization of the heap structuresin this program contains a
situation similar to the motivating example in this paper. In particular when computing
a subset ofENode objects in the opposite field for use in the update of a given field
value the partially call-context analysis will generate a number of infeasible states such
as: aVector that was empty before the subset computation may be non-empty after
the subset computation and a state where a non-empty subset was computed from an
emptyVector . Both of these infeasible states can be eliminated by the useof thewrite
invariantemptiness property.
List Copy. Our basicLinkedList test code includes a simple list copy routine. If we
are checking for null pointer violations the analysis produces a set of several abstract
graphs when analyzing the method callmakeListSize(k) . These include a list of
size greater than 2 where the pointerthis.next mustbe non-null and a list of size 1

1 See www.software.imdea.org/ ˜ marron/software/software.html for
benchmark code, examples of the analysis results, and an executable analysis demo.



where thethis.next pointermustbe null. Later calls is to thelistCopy routine
may then merge these models mixing them into a single state where the nullity of the
this.next pointer is unknown. At return this results in the infeasiblestates where a
call to listCopy of a list of size 1 results in a list of size larger than 1 and a list of
size larger than 2 results in a list of size 1. Again the use of apointer nullity as awrite
invariantproperty prevents the creation and propagation of these infeasible states.

7 Related Work

There has been a substantial amount of work on how to balance precision and compu-
tational costs when performing interprocedural shape analyses [5, 7, 9, 13, 15, 17, 19].
This work approaches the problem in a number of different ways. Most commonly the
work builds on some form of partially call-context sensitive heuristics [6,7,9,13,15,19]
which selectively merge call contexts to reduce the computational cost of the anal-
ysis while still maintaining an acceptable level of precision. A common technique
to further improve both the performance and precision of these partially call-context
sensitive approaches is to use projection/extension operators to restrict the portion of
the heap that is passed to/from the callee method to only whatis visible in the callee
method [5,9,15,17,18]. This reduces the initial imprecision introduced by using a par-
tially context sensitive analysis and the loss of information going into the callee. The
concept ofwrite invariant propertiesaddresses the imprecision introduced by passing
these merged states back to the caller scope.

The project/extend techniques along with the idea of treating puremethods as spe-
cial cases in the analysis [1, 6] can be conceptually viewed as coarse special case ap-
plications of thewrite invariantproperties introduced in this paper as they use the fact
that there are no modifications to entire sections of the heapto assert that the heap is
unchanged between call entry and exit. As all of these techniques play complementary
roles in managing the cost of a heap analysis while ensuring that the results are still
precise enough to be useful we see the concept ofwrite invariant properties as being
an additional tool that can be integrated easily into existing analyses to further improve
their performance.

8 Conclusion

This paper introduces the concept ofwrite invariantproperties which we use to mini-
mize the imprecision that results from the merging of program states from different call
paths in partially call-context sensitive heap analysis algorithms. This concept can be
used in conjunction with existing techniques (project/extend operations, special treat-
ment of pure methods, and the extension of analysis domains with relational informa-
tion) to further improve the precision of various heap analysis techniques and to do so
in a manner that has a negligible impact on the computationalcost of the analysis (the
required operations are linear in the size of the model). We believe that this technique is
a useful step in the development of robust and scalable analysis techniques and as our
case studies indicate that this approach can be very useful for certain properties (such
as null pointers and the collection emptiness example).
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